ENVIRONMENTAL GOVERNANCE and the Private Sector (ENV5225)
(Class satisfies the MELP Environmental Economics core requirement)

Professor Victor Flatt, 713-922-0392, vflatt@central.uh.edu

July 12

“How do we do good by the environment and make money?”

I. Introduction to environmental information demand. Introduction to property, environmental law, environmental externalities, market based solutions and objections

Garrett Hardin, Tragedy of the Commons (excerpt)

Adam Sulkowski, Beyond Sustainability Reporting, 10 Univ. of St. Thomas L. J. 1060 (2013) [excerpt];

Michael Vandenberghe, Private Environmental Governance Introduction (excerpted from 99 Cornell Law Review)

Greenfin – the Coming ESG Explosion

Rise of ESG Law Frims

(all on TWEN)
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